
ADVANTAGES
- Excellent flowability
- No bleeding
- High strengths
- Non-toxic, non-corrosive
- Impact and vibration resistant

3. In case of using machine ensure sufficient head of pressure is 
    maintained to keep mortar flow uninterrupted.
4. To prevent rapid surface drying and crazing, curing the area for 3-7 days
5. Clean all tools and equipments with clean water immediately after use

1.  Formwork needs to be stable with out any gap to prevent the grout  leak.
2. Pour morter after mixing. Ensure that air entrapped into the grout 
    is allowed to escape

One year after manufacturing date when stored unopened in dry 
and ventilated place (store airtight in dry and ventilated conditions, if 
remained in opened bag).

 1. Concrete surface must be free from oil, grease and dust. Loose  
    contaminants and unsound concrete must be chipped away.
2. Make sure that bedplate, bolts, pipes or other materials, which 
    may  have surface contact with the grout free from rust, oil, 
    grease and dust.
3. Damper absorbent surface until reaching its saturated point.
    No standing water in side the formwork.

25 kg. / bagPACKAGING :

MIXING

Approximate 2 kg. of powder per 1 litre of mortar 
( For 1 m3 of mortar approximately 70x25 kg. bags 
and 280 litres of water)

COVERAGE :

GreyCOLOR :

APPLICATION

SHELF LIFE & STORAGE

SURFACE PREPATATION
Technical data

Guaranteed Standard

*Note: These test results are from the laboratory test. They could
           be slightly different from the on-site results because 
           of the differences  in applications and conditions.

Type      webertec non-shirnk grout+

Density 1.40 g/cm3.

Application temperature +5 ํC and +40 ํC

 1. Mix the powder with pre-measured clean water to suit the 
    desired  consistency.
2. Mix approx 3.75-4 litres of water with 1 bag (25kg) of webertec 
    non-shrink grout+ (15-16% by weight of powder or water:powder   
    ratio is 1 :4 by volume)
3. Mix with an electrical mixer (Max.speed 500 rpm) or in a pan or 
    revolving barrel type mixer. Stand the mixture approximately 
    3-5 minutes after mixing to achieve maximum results.

Machine foundations

Rail beds foundations

Bridge bearings foundations

Carities, gaps, recesses

Precast structure

Anchor bolts

Suitable for

Pre-mixed cementitious non-shrink grout with high compressive strength

Test    Result

Compressive strength ASTM C109 
                                                                               1 day
                                                                              7 day
                                                                           28 day

250 ksc
500 ksc
700 ksc

Flexural strength ASTM C348
                                                                               1 day
                                                                              7 day
                                                                           28 day

7 N/mm2

9 N/mm2

9 N/mm2

Setting time ASTM C-807
                                                        Initial Setting time
                                                          Final Setting time

2 hour 30 minute
3 hour

Bleeding 0%
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